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Accelerated Analytics CEO, Chad Symens, Named 2018 Pros To Know
Winner

Supply & Demand Chain Executive, the executive’s user manual for successful supply and
demand chain transformation, has announced Chad Symens, Accelerated Analytics CEO, as a
Provider Pros to Know award winner.

BRADENTON, Fla. (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- Supply & Demand Chain Executive, the executive’s user
manual for successful supply and demand chain transformation, has announced Chad Symens, Accelerated
Analytics CEO, as a Provider Pros to Know award winner.

“Supply & Demand Chain Executive congratulates the 2018 Supply & Demand Chain Executive Pros to Know
recipients. The Pros to Know is a listing of exceptional corporate executives at manufacturing and non-
manufacturing enterprises who are leading initiatives to help prepare their companies’ supply chains for the
significant challenges in the year ahead,” says John Yuva, editor of Supply & Demand Chain Executive. “We
commend this year’s recipients for their achievements in supply chain and for paving the way for the next
generation of exceptional supply chain leaders. This year’s recipients embody the commitment to
transformative supply chain tools and processes, earning these individuals a rightful place in this year’s Pros to
Know listing.”

To read the article, click here.

About Accelerated Analytics

We know that retail POS data holds the key to understanding how your products are performing at a store level.
At Accelerated Analytics, we’ve been collecting, analyzing and reporting on POS and EDI 852 data for some of
the biggest brands in DIY, Home & Hardware, not to mention Beauty, Consumer Products, and Fashion, since
2003. Our customer locations range from Europe, Asia, Australia, Mexico and Canada, to all corners of the
USA.

For a full list of the brands and retailers we currently work with, visit our website at
http://www.acceleratedanalytics.com
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Contact Information
Jennifer Freyer
Accelerated Analytics
http://www.acceleratedanalytics.com
9412389091

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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